Change your mind and keep it

One day training focuses on development of inner wisdom and clarity of consciousness. These conversations assist individuals to come out of their immediate niggles, more immediate shackles and day to day issues. From a shop floor person to a team leaders; a sales representative to a pharmacist in a lab or even the HR leader himself; a clerical junior in the government agency to its Deputy Director General. If you are a senior manager, look at this at a philosophical level. I ask you to travel with me through a structured path

Strange as it may sound: My participants stumble on this path, across as they stumble; they pick up their energies and walk again. The process is far from mystery but surely a veil is suddenly lifted from their immediate mind and answers become clearly visible. In my training a real awakening takes place; people tend to reveal themselves and they grow in their abilities to recognise their strengths and perhaps recognise some fundamental core human values. Some call this spiritual transformation. I would say ‘yearning towards quality living’ and add ‘being human’. We will work together to live in this world with an attitude and concern to live well.

This makes ‘the change your mind and keep it’ quotient for you, your team, your organisation.

A simply outstanding conversation with you- over a whole day- Dr. Venkat Pulla

The Brisbane Institute for Strengths-based Practice propagates, supports and encourages strengths based human resource development and management consulting, counselling, group and community training activities and projects in the Asia Pacific region.

Brisbane Institute of Strengths based Practice

5 Mandell Close Coopers Plains
Brisbane 4018 Australia

Phone: +61 422345982
www.strengthsbasedpractice.com.au

Facilitator: Dr Venkat Pulla, is an accredited Practitioner of Social Work well recognised in Australia and overseas as a highly committed trainer of human values and strengths based human services practice frameworks for empowerment of clients and staff within the teams. This describes Venkat’s style of training and interventions. As one of the pioneers in strength based practice, he offers professional supervision, process facilitation for managing change and wide ranging assistance to the not-for-profit sector and organisational development.